
 

Unit 4 Lesson 17 

The Albertosaurus Mystery 

(Informational Text) 

Essential Question: What can fossils tell us about the past?   

Vocabulary: 

Study words flashcards, space race, and test practice 

Study Stack Flashcards, word games, and test Practice 

Target Skill: drawing conclusions    

Drawing Conclusion Quiz: read the passage carefully as you will only see it once, then answer questions 

Drawing Conclusion Practice: answer questions that follow each passage 

The Talent Show: use clues from the passage to answer questions 

Cricket in Times Square: use clues from the passage to answer questions 

Rags to Riches: try to become a millionaire by drawing conclusions correctly 

Vocabulary strategy: suffix -ly 

Suffix –ly Quizlet: flash cards on some words with the suffix -ly 

Grammar: adjectives that compare  

The Good, Better, Best Trampolini Game: Keep pulling the rope until the pictures match the adjectives  

Adjective Detective: learn about adjectives, play a game and take a quiz on adjectives  

 

 

Word Definition 
Buried Covered up 
location  Place where something is 
Remains What is left 
Clues Things that help solve a mystery or problem 
Skeleton Frameworks of bones inside of bodies 
Evidence Facts that lead to a conclusion or help people find out what is true 
Fossils Very old traces or remains of plants or animals 
Proves To show by facts 
Fierce very wild and dangerous 
Uncovering Opening to view  

http://quizlet.com/24925411/unit-4-lesson-17-flash-cards/
http://www.studystack.com/flashcard-1295084
http://www.softschools.com/quizzes/language_arts/drawing_conclusions_reading_comprehension/quiz1286.html
http://www.studyzone.org/testprep/ela4/e/drawconclusionsp.cfm
http://www.harcourtschool.com/activity/trophies/test_tutor/grade3/skill6/talent.html
http://www.harcourtschool.com/activity/trophies/test_tutor/grade4/skill4/cricket.html
http://www.quia.com/rr/578893.html
http://quizlet.com/23749066/ly-suffix-words-flash-cards/
http://pbskids.org/lions/games/trampolini.html
http://www.childrensuniversity.manchester.ac.uk/interactives/languages/words/adjectives/


 

Drawing Conclusions 

Conclusions: When readers use text evidence and their own knowledge to make a guess about the topic that the 

author does not state, they are drawing conclusions.  

Directions: Use the text to fill in the maps below to draw conclusions about a topic 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Story Structure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Detail: Detail: Detail: 

Conclusion: 

Detail: 

Many Albertosaurus skeletons 

were found along Red Deer 

River.  

Detail: Detail: 

Conclusion: 

Dinosaurs may have lived and traveled together.  


